
a seamless world





what will the Jetson’s 
have that we don’t? 



flying car?



robot maid?



dead end job?



none of the above



chris kalaboukis



i’m the ceo @ hellofuture



i’m an inventor



i’m a futurist



a seamless world





in this world, you don’t need 
to ask for anything…



things will just happen.



for example 



car shows up.
ride in car.
get out.



so when its time to leave for your 
next appointment, the world 

automatically calls a car for you



walk into store.
pick up items.

walk out.







what you need automatically 
appears as you need it



music & concert tickets 
automatically appear in 

iTunes or your inbox 



i think you see 
where this is going



how can this happen?



4 things



1. big data



your calendar
your history
your email

your digital footprint  



the world needs to know 
everything about you, your life, 

everyone you know, and 
everything around you. 



the huge upside of the utility will 
be a small price to pay for our lack 

of privacy – things are already 
trending this way



with enough data we can
predict almost anything 



2. the internet of things



the internet of things
(including wearables)

knows



exactly where you are
exactly what you are doing



once we know everything we can 
predict what you are about to do



3. predictive analytics



people are creatures of habit, and 
habits are hard to break



4. automation



we only need to ask once



“do you want to do Y?



“do you want to do Y
 every time X happens?



welcome to the 
world of tomorrow





we’ll let big data, IoT, predictive 
analytics & automation sweat the 

small stuff while we…





of course, this may happen instead





the problem with fitness
wearables is not the wearable.



it’s the ecosystem 
around the wearable



one day, the world will notice that 
you seem to be walking more

& eating less, and ask 
“are you trying to lose weight?”



if you say yes…













as I said





thank you



@thinkfuture
thinkfuture.com
hellofuture.co
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